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If we want to create an open ecosystem of scholarly communications,

we need a comprehensive strategy that addresses the paywall system head-on!

@oa2020ini



1. Open Access: vision and reality
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After seminal declarations…

Rimuovere le barriere di accesso a tale letteratura produrrà accelerazione 

nella ricerca, arricchirà l’istruzione, consentirà di condividere la conoscenza 

del ricco con il povero e del povero con il ricco, permetterà di utilizzare al 

meglio i risultati e porrà le fondamenta per unire l’umanità in una 

conversazione intellettuale comune e in una comune ricerca di conoscenza. 

Budapest Open Access Initiative

14 February 2002

Berlin Declaration on Open Access to 

Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities

22 October 2003

Adesione italiana attraverso la 

Dichiarazione di Messina, 4 Novembre 2004

La nostra missione di disseminazione della conoscenza è incompleta se l’informazione 

non è resa largamente e prontamente disponibile alla società.
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…and research council statements,

Action 10: …Research funders should work together with publishers 

(and possibly with libraries from universities and research institutions)

to identify and adopt mechanisms that facilitate a sound cost administration 

and possibly support cost sharing efficiently. 
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the reality of open access...
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…is far from clear and simple

The basic idea of OA is simple: Make research literature available online 

without price barriers and without most permission barriers. 

If there are complexities, they lie in the transition from where we are now 

to a world in which OA is the default for new research.

Peter Suber, Open Access

MIT Press, 2012 



2. Recipe for the transition to OA
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Preparing OA to perfection

Over the past 15 years, we 

have been testing recipes 

for a new, open scholarly 

communications system…
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Starting with the basic ingredient

Outputs archived in 

IRs, deposited in 

pre-print servers, 

shared in academic 

social networks, 
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Adding a blend of flavors

New OA journals, publishers, 

platforms, cooperative models, 

university presses….
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Il caffè (OA) è pronto?!

After 15 years, the paywall 

system is as robust and 

prosperous as ever.

Only ~15% of research is 

available immediately on 

publication.

Scholarly publishing 

generates $10B (€7.6B) 

in revenues, but only 5%

go to OA publishing.



3. Significance of OA publishing in Italy
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Share of gold OA publications

Open Access Gold

Web of Science articles and reviews
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Development and distribution of Italian publications
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Corresponding author share of Italian publications

reprint affiliations (co_-rp), reprint affiliations from other institutions (other-rp) and missing affiliations (non-rp)

80%

71%
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Publisher distribution 

OA articles with Italian authors

The white line for the year 2015 indicates the reprint affiliation share per publisher
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Number of articles in the top 20 journals for Italy

* Open Access Gold journals are tagged with an asterisk. 

2015

Of Italy’s top 20 

journals based on 

the number of 

articles published, 

9 are (today) gold 

OA journals.
(OA as of 2017)*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Publisher distribution of Italian papers

Italian publications by service provider / OA Gold 
articles and reviews in Web of Science 2015

Subscription publisher

OA publisher 

Over 75% of the total article 

output of Italy is published in 

journals by just 20 key 

publishers.

5 out of the 20 publishers 

are already pure OA 

publishers. 

And NPG can now be 

considered the 6th.



4. Time to wake up and smell the coffee
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Climate change in scholarly communications
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Subscription prices have risen 60%

in the past 15 years (vs 16% CPI)

Pricing is based on “what the market can bear” 

and lacks in transparency

Increasing flow of research money into gold 

OA publishing

€

€
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The hazards of hybrid on the OA environment
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Added revenues flowing through our 

institutions to subscription publishers, 

unmonitored and unchecked.

APCs for hybrid journals in 2016 were 

on average 28% higher than those of 

fully-OA journals.

€€
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There is already enough money in the system
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Cost per article under the

subscription regime: 

€ 38001

Cost per article for

hybrid publication: 

€ 22082

Cost per article for pure

gold OA publication: 

€ 15372

Profit margins of subscription

publishers:

~40%
1Disrupting the subscription journals’ business model for the necessary large-scale transformation to open access” 

MPDL White Paper http://dx.doi.org/10.17617/1.3

2OpenAPC http://treemaps.intact-project.org/apcdata/offsetting /

http://dx.doi.org/10.17617/1.3
http://treemaps.intact-project.org/apcdata/offsetting/
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Reading and publishing must converge
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Our subscription and 

publishing funds are the 

leverage needed to drive

open access into the system.

Transformative agreements 

are the transitional step 

needed to monitor and get 

control over publishing costs.
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Responsible use of our resources 

can transform the environment
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Gaining oversight of publishing costs 

enables transparency and, in turn, 

healthy competition to foster a diverse 

and innovative open information 

environment. 
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A global problem requires a global solution
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Open Access 2020 Initiative 

https://oa2020.org

A global alliance adopting 

strategies to divest of 

subscriptions in order to 

invest in open access.

FAIRACCESS

https://oa2020.org/


5. OA2020 turning up the heat on the paywall system
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 Trasformare la maggior parte delle riviste accademiche dal modello ad 

abbonamento alla pubblicazione OA, in conformità con le specifiche 

preferenze di pubblicazione di ciascuna comunità, e al tempo stesso 

continuare a sostenere altre forme innovative di disseminazione OA. 

 Perseguiremo questo obiettivo utilizzando le risorse attualmente investite 

in abbonamenti per fondi destinati al supporto dei modelli di business OA 

sostenibili. 

OA2020 Guiding principles
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A global alliance to meet publishers at eye level
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Partners committed to the principles of OA2020
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107 signatories to date
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Enabling supporters to take action in the transition

https://oa2020.org
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Local roadmaps aligned for global impact
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Building capacity for transformation

EUA Big DEAL Survey Report

http://eua.be/Libraries/publications-homepage-list/eua-big-deals-survey-report---the-first-mapping-of-major-scientific-publishing-contracts-in-europe.pdf?sfvrsn=8
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Increasing impact through international alignment
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https://www.hrk.de/press/press-releases/press-release/meldung/european-high-level-summit-meeting-on-open-access-negotiations-4364/

“Aligning strategies to 

increase our leverage”

Theme for the upcoming 

14th Berlin Conference on 

Open Access, designated as 

an OA2020 Initiative 

Transformation Strategy 

Meeting.

3-4 December 2018

https://www.hrk.de/press/press-releases/press-release/meldung/european-high-level-summit-meeting-on-open-access-negotiations-4364/
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Applying the pressure necessary 

to accelerate the transition to open access
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Turn up the heat to increase the pressure

Our subscription budgets are 

the heat needed to increase 

the pressure on traditional 

commercial publishers and 

drive the transition to OA.
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Delivering up open access and innovation

Aligning strategies, we can 

increase the heat, giving rise 

to an diverse, transparent 

and sustainable open 

information environment.

Removing our support of the 

paywall system, subscription 

funds will be liberated to 

follow researchers, to be 

invested in the services they 

want and need.
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Embrace the OA2020 strategy

Divest of subscriptions, invest in open access

Through our concerted action, 

we can deliver a truly open 

system that responds to the 

needs of 21st century 

research and enables the 

richness of Open Science.
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Grazie!

Colleen Campbell, OA2020 Partner Development

Max Planck Digital Library

campbell@mpdl.mpg.de

@ColleenCampbe11

https://oa2020.org

mailto:campbell@mpdl.mpg.de
https://oa2020.org/

